Activities
Report

We are many!
When the pandemic started, there were six of us: ﬁve journalists
and an intern to handle all AzMina's projects - in addition to
institutional, fundraising, accountability, and
administrative-ﬁnancial projects.
By the end of 2021, we were already 20! More brains, arms and
willingness to continue ﬁghting for gender equality through
communication and technology. We were able to establish more
partnerships and bring feminist journalism to those who need it
the most in a free, accessible, and democratic way.
2022 is here and with it the pandemic + economic and social crisis
+ elections combo also arrived. It will demand a lot from us, who
are already exhausted. But as we are not alone, we will hold each
other's hands. We will pay attention, be strong and stick together more than ever!
Team

About AzMina

A feminist response
to gender inequality
AzMina uses information,
technology, and education to ﬁght
gender violence

JOURNALISM

Information at
the service of
women's rights
Was it a difﬁcult year? It was. But we survived it and we have
a lot to be thankful for! We have celebrated six years of
doing what we know best: journalism for women's rights
and democracy.
In an unfavorable context for being a woman and a journalist,
we have fought gender violence, monitored the National
Congress, wrote stories and content about our rights, and
also invested in audiovisual production to bring information
to our readers through different ways.

Text journalism

Audiovisual journalism

Data journalism
Care and information

JOURNALISM

Independent and free
content!

1.3 million+
hits

Republished stories

50+ times
by other media vehicles

at azmina.com.br

270k +
followers

20k +
subscribers

on social media

on our YouTube
channel

14k +
subscribers

500+
supporters

on our newsletter

contributing
monthly

JOURNALISM

Reports and special
content
Journalism with social impact, reporting
problems and communicating solutions,
is what guides everything we produce.
Our work only makes sense if it impacts
the lives of Brazilian women.

This year, we made it happen in
several ways: text journalism on the
AzMina Magazine website,
audiovisual journalism (videos and
podcast) and data journalism.

JOURNALISM

We have reported racism in healthcare industry. We
received more than one hundred reports from women from
all over Brazil about racism in the health care of black and
indigenous women through an online form.
Explicit insults, inaccurate diagnoses and unnecessary
procedures make patients avoid appointments and
treatments.
The story was republished by Universa (UOL), Marie Claire,
My News and Geledés and had great repercussion on social
media.

"I'm very happy to be
talking to you because
we have a lot to talk
about, but no one asks"
Comment by an indigenous woman
interviewed for a report

JOURNALISM

We have rescued the legacy of Brazil's black heroines. Luíza
Mahin, Esperança Garcia, Antonieta de Barros, Maria
Firmina Reis and Aqualtune: ﬁve women who have made
history in Brazil had their stories told and legacies honored.
The report won the Respect and Diversity Award , from the
National Council of the Public Ministry (CNMP), in second
position in the press category.

JOURNALISM

We have reported violence against women through the
pandemic. Even surviving the risks of the coronavirus, three
women were victims of femicide per day.
At least 1,005 women died between March and December
2020 in Brazil, revealed the monitoring “One virus, Two
Wars” carried out in partnership with Amazônia Real,
#Colabora, Eco Nordeste, Marco Zero Conteúdo, Ponte and
Portal Catarinas.
To ﬁnalize the survey, we published a report on solutions and
good practices in the collection and dissemination of data on
violence against women through the pandemic.

JOURNALISM

Our feminism
it's not just for
women
We started to include trans men
and non-binary people in our
surveys and to adopt neutral
language whenever possible to
make our journalism more
inclusive.

Thank you for taking a stand on such an important topic!
We need to do our part to change this reality of gender
violence – which affects more than just cis women. Let’s go

JOURNALISM

Care and
information
Women come to us for information on gender-based
violence and reproductive rights due to our consistent
journalistic coverage on these topics.
In cases of domestic violence, we advise them to
download PenhaS app and recommend other
organizations and networks that also provide
assistance.
In the case of reproductive rights, approximately 600
women came to us to receive attention and information
about their rights and where to seek assistance in cases
of sexual violence and legal abortion.

AUDIOVISUAL JOURNALISM

Videos

WATCH

We have invested in video production after
being selected by Google's YouTube S Lab
program to make our channel sustainable.
On our YouTube channel, we launched the
programs “But do you see gender in
everything?” and “ Exhausted and Horny” and
we still have other programs ready to be
launched in 2022.
Starting this year, we will have one new video
per week.

AUDIOVISUAL JOURNALISM

Futurar Podcast
In order to amplify the different feminist narratives and
show the future we want to build, we created the
podcast series Futurar, in partnership with Nós,
mulheres da periferia.
The three-episode series discussed how, amid the
challenges brought by the pandemic and those that
already existed, black women continue to imagine and
create possible futures in the environment, care
economy and technology.
With support
from:

LISTEN

AUDIOVISUAL JOURNALISM

Live

WATCH

As a reference in the ﬁght for gender equality in Latin America,
Chile is the ﬁrst country to have a parity Constitution in the
world. In Brazil, this scenario is still far from happening.
In order to talk about the importance of social movements and
the novelty of the current Chilean Constituent Assembly, we
have promoted the “50%: women balancing politics” live
streaming, in which we interviewed the representatives
Alondra Vidal and Amaya Álvez, two of the 155 members of
the Chilean commission formed by 78 men and 77 women.
The interview was translated into LIBRAS (Brazilian Sign
Language) and it was the result of a partnership of AzMina
with the Manesco Mulher Committee, a committee for gender
equity of the law ﬁrm Manesco, Ramires, Perez, and Azevedo
Marques Sociedade de Advogados.

DATA JOURNALISM

Bot on Twitter
Tweets in real time the progress of
bills

Elas no Congresso (Women in
Congress) is a platform that
monitors and evaluates bills that
impact women's rights in the
National Congress.

With support from:

Weekly
newsletter
with everything that happened
in Congress, backstage,
interviews and exclusive
analyses

Ranking of
representatives
Shows which deputies, senators and
parties have acted positively and
negatively towards women

Open source
We make open source
available on Github to inspire
other robots

DATA JOURNALISM

We launched the ranking for two years
of legislature
Based on assessments of all 649 bills proposed in 2019 and
2020 on gender issues, our ranking scores parliamentary action
on women's rights.

We invited 17 feminist organizations to evaluate the bills
with an impact on women's rights. Based on these
evaluations, we created a method to rank representatives
– from the most or least friendly to women's rights.

With the qualitative analysis of these projects we found that 1
in 4 projects are unfavorable to women's rights .
Bills dealing with abortion or sexual violence grew by 77% and
56% respectively between 2019 and 2020, but most bills on
these topics are unfavorable.

Maria da Penha Institute • Patrícia Galvão Institute • Themis • Article 19 •
Observatory of Obstetric Violence in Brazil • Feminist Network of Jurists
deFEMde • Coletivo Mana a Mana • Anis • Ecos • Empodera • Sempreviva
Feminist Organization (SOF) • Sexuality Policy Watch (SPW) • CFEMEA •
Group of Studies on Gender and Politics (Gepô - USP) • LabCidade (USP) •
Black Women Decide • Cepia

DATA JOURNALISM

Impact
★

We participated in a live event by LabHacker, from
the Chamber of Deputies, to present Elas no
Congresso as a project that uses open data to talk
about gender and politics.

★

We were invited to present the project at the World
e-Parliament Conference, from IPU (a global
organization that brings together national
parliaments) to more than 40 parliaments
worldwide.

★

Our analysis and ranking were republished by sites
with a large national audience, such as UOL, iG and
Yahoo.

DATAJOURNALISM
JOURNALISM
DATA

Impact
★

After the legalization of abortion in Argentina, our survey
of bills on abortion created in the last legislature (mostly to
restrict access to abortion) was cited by the international
media: Associated Press, NBC, Star Tribune, among others.

★

We participated in the Democracia nas Mesas campaign,
along with Pact for Democracy, and we published an article
in El País presenting a minimum agenda for Parliament and
asking the new leaders elected by Congress to commit to it.

DATA JOURNALISM

Observatory of political violence against female
candidates on social media, during the 2020 municipal
elections.
In partnership with InternetLab, we collected millions of publications
addressed to 175 candidates on different social media (Twitter,
Instagram and YouTube), analyzed them, produced two reports and
subsidized others from ﬁve regional press vehicles, in addition to a
report with analyzes and suggestions for ﬁghting political gender
violence.
In addition to revealing that the female candidates were attacked for
what they are (women, black, elderly, trans), while male candidates
received offenses mainly for their professional performances, the
MonitorA report presented suggestions that amplify the debate in
different spheres.

With support
from:

DATA JOURNALISM

Repercussion
★

MonitorA won the Cláudio Weber Abramo
Award for Data Journalism 2021, the
leading data journalism award in the country,
and was a ﬁnalist for the Sigma Awards, the
biggest data journalism award in the world.

★

MonitorA was mentioned in bills, such as PL
5.613/2020, which became law and aims to
prevent and ﬁght political violence.

DATA JOURNALISM

Impact
★

★

After learning from MonitorA that she was the most
attacked candidate in São Paulo legislature, councilor Erika
Hilton (PSOL-SP) and her team decided to track the
misogynistic, transphobic and racist attacks during the
2020 elections and prosecuted more than 50 people.
We sent the report with analyses and suggestions for
ﬁghting political gender violence to the public policy teams
of Twitter, Instagram (Facebook) and YouTube (Google) and
asked questions about the support given by the platforms
to women's candidacies. As a feedback, the content
prepared by MonitorA would serve as an important
internal subsidy for training its moderation teams, so that
they could understand the Brazilian scenario.

GENDER VIOLENCE
IN POLITICS:

WOULD YOU
HAVE THE
GUTS TO RUN
FOR OFFICE?

DATA JOURNALISM

Monitoring
attacks against
journalists
In the face of violence against women journalists and the growing
wave of attacks on the Brazilian press, we carried out a data
investigation. We collected 7.1 million tweets with offensive
content in 133 proﬁles of women journalists and 67 men
journalists. Analysis of more than 8,300 tweets - one by one revealed that female journalists receive more than twice as many
insults as their male counterparts.
The project is carried out in partnership with Internet Lab,
INCT.DD, Instituto Vero, DFR Lab, AzMina and Volt Data Lab and
funded by the Partnership for Countering Inﬂuence Operations,
from Carnegie for International Peace, with support from the
International Center for Journalists (ICFJ).

DATA JOURNALISM

Data reporting
We have revealed that 1/3 of the funds for women's policies
were not used by the Bolsonaro government. An exclusive
analysis by Revista AzMina showed that between 2019 and the
ﬁrst half of 2021, the federal government failed to invest
almost R$ 400 million in ﬁghting violence and encouraging
women's autonomy and health. This means that a third of the
funds were not used. The report was nominated for the Cláudio
Weber Abramo Award for Data Journalism.
Map of Police Stations is used in bill. A data report we made in
2020 with the survey of all women's police stations in Brazil
was cited in a report of bill 501/2019, which addresses the
creation of Specialized Police Stations in Assistance to Women
in the micro-regions of the states.

DATA JOURNALISM

AI Challenge
AzMina was one of the selected newsrooms for the
JournalismAI Challenge. Throughout the year, we worked
alongside newsrooms in Mexico, Peru and Argentina to
create an artiﬁcial intelligence capable of identifying
misogynistic hate speech on social media.
That artiﬁcial intelligence reached 91% acuracy in Spanish
and 87% in Portuguese. We will continue to train it so that it
can be used in our monitoring projects. Like all applications
we developed (individually or in partnership), it is open
source available on Github so that it can be used by other
initiatives.

TECHNOLOGY

Technology
and data

Penha

In 2021, we created and
strengthened projects that use
technology to bring information
to more and more women

Ampliﬁca

TECHNOLOGY

DOWNLOAD IT NOW

PenhaS is AzMina’s mobile app
to ﬁght gender violence.
Based on the pillars of information, care and requests for
help, users can build a support network with other women,
register trusted contacts in case of an emergency, in addition
to having access to a map of public services to assist victims.
Today, we have more than 7,000 users on the app.

With support from:

TECHNOLOGY

New features
On International Women's Day 2021, we launched the second
version of the app, which has two great new features:

Cloaked mode,
which increases
women’s safety in
situations of violence

Interaction feed,
which is used by
volunteers willing to
receive and care for
women in situations
of violence

TECHNOLOGY

Calls
The number of app users has grown by 26% since
March (release of the new version). In this version, we
now have application usage metrics, in which we were
able to identify an average of 20 unique users per day.
Through a private chat, users can be served in a
personalized way by the PenhaS team. Since March, 186
individual consultations have been carried out. But there
are also calls outside the app, such as the case of an
illiterate woman who came to us via WhatsApp and
received help via audio.

TECHNOLOGY

Impact
★

PenhaS won the ﬁrst place in the TJ-SP Rompa Award, in the
Civil Society category.

★

The app also won the Respect and Diversity Award from the
National Council of the Public Ministry (CNMP) 2021, in 3rd
place in the Society category.

★

We are aware that PenhaS is recommended among the
protective measures issued by Casa Brasileira de São Paulo
and by Barra Funda Forum (the largest in Latin America).

★

The launch of the second version was covered by national and
local press vehicles, such as Folha de S. Paulo, Marie Claire,
Band Rio and Globo São Paulo.

TECHNOLOGY

Impact
★

The project is used as a reference in awareness-raising
materials, as Sicoob's informative folder on violence
against women and in the Taliberta Primer on Fighting
Domestic Violence, by Instituto Camila e Luiz
Taliberti.

★

We participated in events on this subject, such as in
the debate on violence against women on Expressão
Nacional, by TV Câmara; in the Innovation Week
promoted by the National School of Public
Administration, and in the closing of the training of
Popular Legal Promoters (PLPs) of
Sertãozinho/Ribeirão Preto (SP).

TECHNOLOGY

Penha Assistant

GO TO CHAT

We launched Penha, a virtual assistant that helps women and girls to
identify signs of abusive and violent relationships, in the DM of
AzMina's proﬁle on Twitter.
In addition to being a free service to women who need information
and guidance, Penha is also an awareness tool for the whole society.
The project caught the interest of Twitter's public policy area in other
countries, and it is open source, which allows it to be replicated by
other organizations.

With support
from:

TECHNOLOGY

#ChameAPenha
The launch of Penha took place in August to mark the 15th
anniversary of Maria da Penha Law. It featured the
#ChameAPenha (Call Penha) campaign, to raise awareness
of abusive relationships, and a launch event.
We promoted the debate “Challenges in confronting
violence against women: 15 years of Maria da Penha Law”,
with relevant people in this area: Amelinha Teles
(coordinator of Popular Legal Promoters - PLPs), Luiza
Helena Trajano (chairman of the Board of Directors of
Magazine Luiza and of Grupo Mulheres do Brasil) and
Regina Célia Barbosa (vice-president of Maria da Penha
Institute).

TECHNOLOGY

Ampliﬁca
For the second year in a row, AzMina was selected
to participate in the Google News Initiative (GNI)
Innovation Challenge in Latin America. In
partnership with Núcleo Jornalismo, we are
producing Ampliﬁca, a tool for listening and
interacting with readers.
This project will increase public participation in
AzMina, using social media monitoring tools to
create a bridge between our journalism and our
community and thus bring them closer together.

OUR COMMUNITY

Who does
AzMina
The AzMina community is made of people,
organizations and companies that donate
their money and time, exchange experiences
and build projects with us.

Membership program
Who we work with

Team
Sponsors
Services for companies

Partners

OUR COMMUNITY

Membership
program
AzMina was born thanks to a
collective funding and until 2017 half
of our revenue came from donations
from readers. In 2021, we invested in
our membership program as a part of
an organization's long-term
development and sustainability
strategy:

★

We hired a Communities Manager and an
Engagement Manager;

★

We created communication rules and
routines;

★

We created weekly newsletters
aimed at increasing the membership
base;

★

We carried out three fundraising
campaigns: Pretagonistas (Black
protagnists); It's not a smokescreen; and
Take care of yourself to ﬁght for all.

★

Altogether, 1094 people supported
AzMina in 2021, with a 67% growth
of income from individual donations
compared to the previous year.
SUPPORT NOW

OUR COMMUNITY

Pretagonistas
Campaign
We put journalism and membership together in Pretagonistas campaign
in an action for the International Women's Month. We told the story of
ﬁve black Brazilian heroines erased from History by racism, who were
illustrated by black artists.
Those who supported AzMina in March received printed postcards with
these illustrations at home. In addition to them, the entire community of
members and partners of the organization also received the postcard
kit, totaling 737 shipments.
In this campaign, we attracted 98 new supporters and reached 517
recurring donors in Catarse. The campaign's content reached more than
1.36 million people on social media and on the website.

OUR COMMUNITY

It's Not a Smokescreen
Campaign
We launched the “It's Not a Smokescreen” campaign to fund
Elas no Congresso in the second half of 2021. In it, we drew
attention to the real threat to our rights, as a part of the
structure of the Bolsonaro government and its economic
policy.
In 36 days, we mobilized partner companies, civil society
organizations and more than 400 people and we surpassed
the goal: we raised R$ 33,215.00 and ensured the continuity
of our project.

OUR COMMUNITY

Companies
AzMina provides communication
consulting services and lectures on gender
for companies. In 2021, we worked with:

In the week of March 8, we held a
series of lectures on rights, gender
violence and sorority;

We shared stories of black women who
have made and are making history in
Latin America in a series of lectures and
debates during the month of July, when
the Day of the Black Latin American and
Caribbean Woman is celebrated, for the
company's employees in Brazil and other
countries from Latin America.

OUR COMMUNITY

Sponsors
With the support of institutional funding, we were able to focus
on strengthening the organization and the team, and on
increasing the number of projects and their coverage.

OUR COMMUNITY

Partners
Firm has been providing legal
advice on a pro bono basis to
AzMina since 2021

AzMina's partner store for the
production of t-shirts and ecobags
with illustrations and feminist
themes. Part of sales income was
donated to the organization.

OUR COMMUNITY

Who we
work with
We seek to work with companies and
people who share the same values as
AzMina:

ASK

AppCívico

Provides technology and data
consulting for AzMina since
2019

Provides technology
development and maintenance
services since 2020

Volt Data Lab

Laura Almeida

Partner in technology and
data projects since 2020

Psychologist who mediates our
team self-care meetings since
2021

OUR COMMUNITY

Team
Our team has doubled in size and has also grown
in diversity and territory. Today our team is made
up of 20 women located in 5 states, being 65%
black people, 35% LGBTQ+ and 25% young people
(under 24 years old).

OUR COMMUNITY

Institutional
strengthening
We expanded and strengthened our team,
developed management and fundraising processes,
held moments of integration and self-care.
In 2021, AzMina strengthened and expanded its
areas of:

Fundraising
Four new professionals joined the team to handle our
institutional fundraising, our membership program and the
commercial department.

Financial
Two new professionals joined us to dedicate themselves
fully to ﬁnancial management and administrative and
institutional processes.

Audiovisual
We achieved the dream of having a video staff and
hired 5 audiovisual professionals.

OUR COMMUNITY

Support
If you made it this far, you saw that 2021 was a year of hard work. We
are proud of the impact we have made on the lives of thousands of
women and girls who need feminism.
That feeling makes us want to tell more stories. We want to expand
the production of content, always free, and reach more and more
people. For this, we need the support of those who recognize the
importance of a feminist, independent journalism.

Be part of the community of AzMina's supporters
and join this ﬁght too. Donate any amount at

catarse.me/azmina.

Thanks!
CLICK AND SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER
FOR PARTNERSHIPS:

comercial@azmina.com.br

Translated by:
Samira Spolidorio

